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GCSE Maths Workbook (with answers and online edition) - Higher
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics qualifications. Endorsed
for the OCR J560 GCSE Mathematics Foundation tier specification for first teaching from 2015, this Student Book
provides full coverage of the new GCSE Mathematics qualification. With a strong focus on developing problem-solving
skills, reasoning and fluency, it helps students understand concepts, apply techniques, solve problems, reason, interpret
and communicate mathematically. Written by experienced teachers, it also includes a solid breadth and depth of quality
questions set in a variety of contexts. GCSE Mathematics Online - an enhanced digital resource incorporating
progression tracking - is also available, as well as Problem-solving Books, Homework Books and a free Teacher's
Resource.
A complete course for GCSE, this text contains clear explanations of key ideas, graded exercises, worked examples,
past paper questions and practice exam papers. Answers are also included. The Higher course is targeted towards
higher ability students.
Seventy nine photocopiable worksheets aimed at secondary school pupils following the GCSE syllabus at the foundation
level. This edition has been updated in line with the 2003 syllabus. Although aimed at year 11 pupils it can be used for
intermediate level pupils in year 10.
This book has been specifically written for the new two-tier GCSE specification for first examination in 2008. The book is
targeted at the Higher tier GCSE, and it comprises units organised clearly into homeworks designed to support the use of
the Higher Students' Book in the same series. Each unit offers: * Homework exercises directly related to the Students'
book section * Exam-style homeworks to build confidence and practice key techniques * Routine practice to reinforce key
skills and ideas. * Full answers in the accompanying answer book It forms part of a suite of two homework books at
GCSE, in which the other book caters for the Foundation tier.
A complete course for GCSE, this text contains clear explanations of key ideas, graded exercises, worked examples,
past paper questions and practice exam papers. Answers are also included. The Foundation course is targeted towards
lower ability students.
A revision guide for the London Examinations Board GCSE higher maths exam. The book offers: key point summaries of
candidates expected knowledge; worked examples; test-yourself diagnostic questions; and a further practice examination paper.
The text is cross-referenced to the companion course text.
Written by the ULEAC Senior Examining team, who provide a complete mathematics course for each GCSE exam tier, this
practise book is aimed at the foundation level and provides extra exercises for homework and consolidation.
Ninety photocopiable mathematics worksheets written for year 11 pupils following the GCSE course at intermediate level. They
can also be used with year 10 pupils following the higher course.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics qualifications. Approved by AQA
and created specifically for the GCSE Mathematics Foundation tier specification for first teaching from 2015, this Student Book
covers the new GCSE Mathematics qualification. With a strong focus on developing problem-solving skills, reasoning and fluency,
it helps students understand concepts, apply techniques, solve problems, reason, interpret and communicate mathematically.
Written by experienced teachers, it also includes a solid breadth and depth of quality questions set in a variety of contexts. GCSE
Mathematics Online - an enhanced digital resource incorporating progression tracking - is also available, as well as Problemsolving Books, Homework Books and a free Teacher's Resource.
GCSE Maths
Fully endorsed by WJEC, this book contains exercises that map onto exercises in the Higher Student Textbook providing practice
and consolidation for students.
Specifically written for the latest Edexcel specifications.
Ninety one photociable pages of mathematical worksheets for pupils studying for the GCSE at the higher level of the national
curriculum. Answers are included. It is designed for higher level pupils in year 11 but can also be used in year 10.
Exercises in GCSE MathematicsFoundation level
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics qualifications. Endorsed for the
OCR J560 GCSE Mathematics Foundation tier specification for first teaching from 2015, this Problem-solving Book contains a
variety of questions for students to develop their problem-solving and reasoning skills within the context of the new GCSE
curriculum. Suitable for all Foundation tier students, this resource will stretch the more able and provide support to those who need
it. Questions with worked solutions will help students develop the reasoning, interpreting, estimating and communication skills
required to help them effectively solve problems. Encouraging progression by promoting higher-level thinking, our Problem-solving
Books will help prepare students for further study.
Developed for the CCEA Specification, this Teacher File contains detailed support and guidance on advanced planning, points of
emphasis, key words, notes for the non-specialist, useful supplementary ideas and homework sheets.
Oxford's best-selling Revision and Practice books are renowned for their clear explanations and examples supported by a wealth
of practice exercises and past examination questions that build students' confidence for the exams ahead.Building on the
experience of earlier best-selling titles, David Rayner's new textbook provides valuable practice and challenging revision exercises
for all students aiming for higher grades at GCSE.· Up-to-date curriculum coverage· New non-calculator work in line with
curriculum changes· Clear explanations and worked examples· Numerous carefully constructed exercises and a section of ideas
for longer investigations to encourage students to use and apply the mathematics they have learnt· Practice exam questions·
Numerical answers to all questions
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics qualifications. Written for the AQA GCSE
Mathematics Foundation tier specification for first teaching from 2015, our Homework Book is an ideal companion to the AQA Foundation tier
Student Book and can be used as a standalone resource. With exercises that correspond to each section of the Student Book, it offers a
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wealth of additional questions for practice and consolidation. Our Homework Books contain a breadth and depth of questions covering a
variety of skills, including problem-solving and mathematical reasoning, as well as extensive drill questions. Answers to all questions are
available free on the Cambridge University Press UK Schools website.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics qualifications. Created specifically for the AQA
GCSE Mathematics Foundation tier specification for first teaching from 2015, this Problem-solving Book contains a variety of questions for
students to develop their problem-solving and reasoning skills within the context of the new GCSE curriculum. Suitable for all Foundation tier
students, this resource will stretch the more able and provide support to those who need it. Questions with worked solutions will help students
develop the reasoning, interpreting, estimating and communication skills required to help them effectively solve problems. Encouraging
progression by promoting higher-level thinking, our Problem-solving Books will help prepare students for further study.
Providing a bank of additional exercises written to complement the course textbooks, these books also include links to the textbook exercises,
helping to plan homework or consolidation, and answers to the questions, providing the opportunity for students to self-test.
Exam Board: Edexcel Level: GCSE Subject: Mathematics First Teaching: September 2015 First Exam: June 2017 Endorsed for Edexcel
Motivate and re-engage students to succeed in Edexcel GCSE Maths 9-1 with this fresh and contemporary approach that blends classroom
and independent learning and provides a tailor-made solution for every student, addressing misconceptions, tricky topics and exam
technique. - Developed specifically for the new Edexcel GCSE 9-1 specification, this book offers a variety of targeted activities to engage and
stimulate students to succeed in a year. - Presents strategies to help with problem-solving questions. - Highlights areas of weakness with
diagnostic Skill Check questions that point to relevant sections within the book that can be revisited to reinforce learning. - Provides guidance
on effective exam techniques designed to help consistently grow and develop independent learning. - Offers plenty of opportunities to test
understanding with follow-up assessments at the end of each unit. - Equips you with a new approach presented in an informal style to help
engage and motivate students. Secure success in a Year with: 3 Exam practice papers 69 'Do I know it now?' and 48 'Can I apply it now?'
follow-up assessments - for students to test their knowledge and problem-solving skills 45 Did you know? panels - show students the
usefulness of the mathematics 55 'What you need to know' summaries - provide the essential basics for each topic in an easy-to-use format
70 'How to do it' panels - worked examples with solutions to enhance understanding of individual topics 70 Learning Exercises - help students
develop and practice their skills 48 Problem-solving Exercises - offer students the opportunity to bring together their knowledge and problem
solving skills in exam-style questions 5 Problem-solving chapters dedicated to the key area of problem solving
This book contains all the answers to all the exercises in the Higher and Foundation GCSE Mathematics: Revision and Practice Homework
books in a clear, easy-to-read style.
The book contains 24 official Edexcel GCSE Questions covering variety of topics, and all answers are verified. The book is in ePUB format
which makes it a mobile friendly, so the text naturally flows through your device and guides you through recent GCSE Math Exams
Questions. It is easy to search and navigate and it is always at your fingertips. Read It Anytime, Anywhere!

GCSE Maths is Easy: the ultimate guide for anyone who finds mathematics challenging and for those wanting to pass
GCSE maths with ease. This exciting new guide is filled with fun and interesting facts for you to understand maths in a
way that makes it more compelling to learn, and more importantly, easier to understand! This book contains plenty of
sample questions to assist you through GCSE stage mathematics and it provides detailed step-by-step instructions to
work out basic arithmetic. This maths book is like no other; it uses real life scenarios and interesting facts (such as
sunken ships and car rallies), to help build your mathematical skills and engage with numbers in a more fun and
absorbing way. This book includes everything you will need to know to understand the basics of any math problem
including: fractions, ratios, percentages, data interpretation, multiplications, long division, bearings, triangulation and
many other mathematical formulas ideal for all GCSE students. Written in conjunction with Qualified Maths Teachers and
created by the UK s leading recruitment experts; this comprehensive guide includes: A breakdown of each mathematical
formula. Detailed instructions of how to complete each question type. Lots of interesting facts that makes learning maths
fun. Plenty of exercises for you to work through. Memorable methods to ensure you get the correct answer every time.
Insider GCSE tips and advice All of the content within this guide will help you prepare for the GCSE maths syllabus and
can be applied in your practice of past papers for AQA, CCEA, Cambridge, Edexcel, iGCSE, OCR, Scottish and WJEC.
This guide is perfect for those on GCSE maths courses, those who want to know how to get a GSCE maths qualification,
touch up on their mathematics and those who want the ultimate revision aid.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics qualifications. Endorsed
for the OCR J560 GCSE Mathematics Higher tier specification for first teaching from 2015, this Student Book provides
full coverage of the new GCSE Mathematics qualification. With a strong focus on developing problem-solving skills,
reasoning and fluency, it helps students understand concepts, apply techniques, solve problems, reason, interpret and
communicate mathematically. Written by experienced teachers, it also includes a solid breadth and depth of quality
questions set in a variety of contexts. GCSE Mathematics Online - an enhanced digital resource incorporating
progression tracking - is also available, as well as Problem-solving Books, Homework Books and a free Teacher's
Resource.
Intending to help students revise the key topics they need to brush up on, this work includes "test yourself" diagnostic
questions, worked examples, practice questions and summaries on important topics, and practice examination papers.
Intending to help students revise the key topics they need to brush up on, this work includes test yourself diagnostic
questions, worked examples, practice questions and summaries on important topics, and practice examination papers.
This text provides additional excercises written to complement those in the Edexcel GCSE mathematics course
textbooks. Answers to all the questions are provided allowing students to self-test. The Higher text is targeted towards
higher ability students.
Offering students support for the Edexcel GCSE modular specification, this book provides an easy-to-follow course
structure, extra practice questions and revision exercises tailored to each module. Page numbers for the Edexcel GCSE
mathematics student books are given for reference.
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